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The Aishwarya
Dibya Asna Pavilion

This pavilion is the masterpiece of Rattanakosin art (Bangkok art). The whole construction is made of wood, carved to the finest detailed. The work is well known
internationally; its model was exhibited at the 1958 Expositions Universelles, Brussels,
Belgium.
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Welcome All Participants

China has one of the world’s oldest

Indonesia is a transcontinental coun-

Brunei’s wealthy economy is a

and continuous civilizations, consist-

Chinese Taipei has a dynamic capital-

try in Southeast Asia and Oceania.

mixture of foreign and domestic

ing of states and cultures dating back

ist, export-driven economy with

Indonesia comprises of 17,508 islands

entrepreneurship, government regu-

more than six millennia. It has the

gradually decreasing state involve-

with distinct ethnic, linguistic, and

lation, welfare measures, and village

world’s longest continuously used

ment in investment and foreign

religious groups.

tradition. Crude oil and natural gas

written language system, and is the

trade. The trade surplus is substan-

production account for nearly half of

source of many major inventions.

tial, and foreign reserves are the

its GDP.

world’s fifth largest.

Philippines comprises of 7,107
Malaysia is well-endowed with

islands in the western Pacific Ocean.

Sri Lanka is known as Ceylon before

natural resources in areas such as

Mongolia is the nineteenth larg-

Due to the volcanic nature of the

1972. Famous for the production and

agriculture, forestry and minerals. In

est and most sparsely populated

islands, mineral deposits are abun-

export of tea, coffee, coconuts and

terms of agriculture, Malaysia is one

independent country in the world.

dant. This also allows the Philip-

rubber, Sri Lanka boasts a progres-

of the top exporters of natural rubber

It is also the world’s second-largest

pines to become a powerhouse with

sive and modern industrial economy

and palm oil. Palm oil is also a major

landlocked country after Kazakhstan.

regards to geothermal energy.

and the highest per capita income in

generator of foreign exchange.

South Asia.
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to the Land of Smiles

India is the seventh-largest country

Kazakhstan is the 9th largest country

by geographical area and the second-

Israel was established as a homeland

in the world in size. It is the domi-

Laos is a country filled with mar-

most populous country in the world,

for the Jewish people and is often

nant country in central asia and one

vellously decorated old and new

only second to China. Four major

referred to as the Jewish state. It is

of the fastest developing countries

temples, situated in a relatively un-

world religions, Hinduism, Buddhism,

considered one of the most advanced

in asia with high literacy rates and a

spoiled natural environment. People

Jainism and Sikhism have originated

countries in Southwest Asia in eco-

growing economy.

of Laos are known to be charming

here and shaped the region’s diverse

nomic and industrial development.

and friendly.

culture.

Tajikistan is a newly-independent
The name Turkmenistan is derived

republic on the southern tip of
former Soviet Central Asia. It is the

Kyrgyzstan is a landlocked country in

from Persian, meaning “land of the

world’s largest landlocked country.

Central Asia. The mountainous region

Turkmen”. The name of its capital,

Beautiful and remote, Tajikistan has

of the Tian Shan covers over 80% of

Ashgabat, means “the city of love”.

With a population of over 86 million,

much to offer to the mountaineer,

the country. Kyrgyzstan is occasion-

Turkmenistan’s GDP (Gross Domestic

Vietnam is the 13th most populous

the hiker and the independent travel-

ally referred to as “the Switzerland of

Product) growth rate ranks 11th in

country in the world. Its economic

ler in search of remote locations and

Central Asia”.

the world.

growth had been among the highest

unusual cultural experiences.

in the world in the past decade.
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Message from
Assoc. Prof.
Vudtechai
Kapilakanchana
President, Kasetsart University
In the 10th Asian Physics Olympiad
April 24 – May 2, 2009
On behalf of Kasetsart University, may I first
extend my sincere thanks and appreciation to
the Promotion of Academic Olympiads and
Development of Science Education Foundation in honoring us by selecting Kasetsart
University to be a co-host and the venue of the
10th Asian Physics Olympiad.
Kasetsart University is a public university
in Thailand which has gained great reputation
and recognition nationally and internationally as an outstanding university in the Southeast Asian region. The University was firstly
emerged as an agricultural college and then developed to become a comprehensive university
offering courses in Bachelor’s, Master’s, and
Doctoral Degrees in all disciplines excluding
Medicine and Health Science. During the past
six decades, Kasetsart University has invested
amount of the budget in research, especially
in the fields of science and technology. Now
Kasetsart University has occupied 4 campuses
in every region of Thailand. Obviously, each
campus has been fully equipped with modern
laboratories, facilities and infrastructure. We
are proud to be a place for international students worldwide to augment their knowledge
and experience for their future career.
All contestants, I do believe that you will have
a pleasant stay during your time with us in this
special event. May I encourage you to spend
your leisure time to capture our national heritage and culture which have been maintained
for centuries such as the ways of lives. Besides,
though this 10th Asian Physics Olympiad is
an academic competition, I would like you all
to reconsider that there is one essential thing
beyond the reward. It is the “Friendship” since
you are our young blood and the new generation who will lead our planet earth to the bright
future and harmony.
May I wish you all a great success and
achievement in this event. Thank you.
Vudtechai Kapilakanchana,
Associate Professor
President, Kasetsart University

The Bangkok National Museum
The Bangkok National Museum is the main component of the National Museum of Thailand,
which has 38 branches across the kingdom. The Bangkok National Museum has the biggest
collection of Thai artistic and cultural treasures in Thailand, encompassing a wide range of
religious and secular art found throughout the country: Artifacts from pre-Thai historical periods such as the Srivijaya, Dvaravati, and Khmer Kingdoms as well as artifacts from early Thai
historical periods such as the Sukhothai, Ayutthaya and Rattanakosin.
The Bangkok National Museum traces its own history back to 1874, when King Rama V
opened the first public museum exhibiting the royal collection of King Rama IV. Its original
site was at the Grand Palace. Later, the Museum was transferred to its present site, the Wang

Na, or Palace to the Front, which had been the palace of the Prince Successor. In 1926, it was
named the Bangkok Museum and subsequently developed into the Bangkok National Museum when it came under the jurisdiction of the Fine Arts Department.

Speak Thai

Smiley Quests

sa-wat-di-khrap
hello (when said by a male)
sa-wat-di-kha
hello (when said by a female)
phom-rak-khun
I love you (when said by a male)
chan-rak-khun
I love you (when said by a female)
a-roi-mak
very delicious
mai-a-roi
not delicious

Nine dots are arranged in a three by three
square. Connect each of the nine dots using
only four straight lines and without lifting
your pen from the paper.
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